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ABSTRACT The sensory rhodopsin II from Natronobacterium pharaonis (NpSRII) was mutated to try to create functional
properties characteristic of bacteriorhodopsin (BR), the proton pump from Halobacterium salinarum. Key residues from the
cytoplasmic and extracellular proton transfer channel of BR as well as from the retinal binding site were chosen. The single
site mutants L40T, F86D, P183E, and T204A did not display altered function as determined by the kinetics of their
photocycles. However, the photocycle of each of the subsequent multisite mutations L40T/F86D, L40T/F86D/P183E, and
L40T/F86D/P183E/T204A was quite different from that of the wild-type protein. The reprotonation of the Schiff base could be
accelerated300- to 400-fold, to approximately two to three times faster than the corresponding reaction in BR. The greatest
effect is observed for the quadruple mutant in which Thr-204 is replaced by Ala. This result indicates that mutations affecting
conformational changes of the protein might be of decisive importance for the creation of BR-like functional properties.
INTRODUCTION
Phototaxis in Halobacteria is mediated by two receptors,
sensory rhodopsin I (SRI) and sensory rhodopsin II (SRII)
[also called phoborhodopsin (pR)]. The receptors are re-
sponsible for directing the bacteria toward favorable light
conditions for the functioning of the two ion pumps bacte-
riorhodopsin (BR) and halorhodopsin (HR). Whereas BR,
HR, and SRI absorb at wavelength above 560 nm, SRII
from H. salinarum has its absorption maximum at around
490 nm. It is thought that SRII enables the bacteria to
accumulate in the dark when the oxygen supply is ample,
thus avoiding photooxidative stress (Spudich, 1998).
The amino acid sequence has been determined for all four
pigments (a sequence alignment is found in (Seidel et al.,
1995)). Structures are now available for all bacterial rho-
dopsins with the exception of SRI (BR structure reviewed in
Lanyi and Luecke (2001)), HR (Kolbe et al., 2000), and
NpSRII (Luecke et al., 2001; Royant et al., 2001). The
general features of the structures are quite similar with
seven transmembrane helices (A to G) situated almost per-
pendicular to the membrane. The binding pocket of the
chromophore (all-trans retinal), which is bound via a pro-
tonated Schiff base to a lysine residue located on helix G,
encompasses several amino acids distributed over all seven
helices. Most of these amino acids are conserved within the
family of archaeal rhodopsins. Differences in the binding
site between SRII and the other three pigments were thought
to be responsible for the blue shifted absorption maximum
of SRII. However, mutational studies generated only minor
effects (Shimono et al., 2000). Even if 10 residues of
NpSRII were replaced by those from the corresponding
positions in BR a red-shift of only 28 nm was observed
(Shimono et al., 2001). Additional blue shift of NpSRII with
respect to BR has been attributed to the repositioning of
Arg-72 in the chromophore pocket (Luecke et al., 2001).
On excitation by light the retinal chromophore undergoes
an all-trans313-cis isomerization, which is followed by
thermal relaxations. The resulting sequence of intermedi-
ates, which finally lead back to the original ground state of
the pigment have been denoted in analogy to the BR-
nomenclature K, L, M, N, and O state. This reaction cycle
(also called photocycle) involves not only the reversal of the
isomerization of retinal but also proton transfer steps and
conformational changes of the protein (for recent reviews,
see Lanyi and Luecke (2001), Spudich et al. (2000), Scha¨fer
et al. (1999), and Shimono et al. (2001)). In the case of BR
and HR, where the cycletime is 100 ms, ion pumping is
effective. On the other hand SRI and SRII with turnover
times of 1 s are inefficient proton pumps especially under
the conditions of a high membrane potential (Schmies et al.,
2001) as it is experienced by H. salinarum and N. pharaonis
(Michel and Oesterhelt, 1980; Wittenberg, 1995).
The amino acid sequences of SRII from H. salinarum
(HsSRII or HspR) and N. pharaonis (NpSRII or NppR)
have been determined (Zhang et al., 1996; Seidel et al.,
1995). Their sequence homology is 53%. Also the pho-
tocycles of the two pigments are quite comparable, and it
has been deduced that NpSRII is an adequate model system
for the H. salinarum receptor HsSRII (Scharf et al., 1992).
In BR and NpSRII the corresponding residues involved in
the proton release and uptake pathways are in part con-
served with some notable exceptions. For example, in the
extracellular channel Glu-194, which is involved in the final
proton release (Balashov et al., 1997) is replaced by Pro-183
in NpSRII. Other important residues from the cytoplasmic
channel are Thr-46BR3Leu-40NpSRII and Asp-96BR3Phe-
86NpSRII. The carbonyl of Ala-215BR forms a hydrogen
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bond to a water molecule bridging to the indole nitrogen of
Trp-182BR. This interaction is disrupted by the transition to
the M state (Lanyi and Luecke, 2001). In NpSRII, Ala-
215BR is replaced by the bulkier Thr-204NpSRII, which
might influence the L3M transition. The slow turnover of
the NpSRII photocycle (Chizhov et al., 1998) has been
attributed to the altered charge distribution in the cytoplas-
mic channel (Iwamoto et al., 1999a). Indeed, the addition of
a proton donor group like azide increased the rate of M-
decay considerably. Also the introduction of an carboxyl-
group as in the F86D showed a similar effect, albeit less
pronounced (Iwamoto et al., 1999a; Takao et al., 1998;
Schmies et al., 2000).
The hydrogen bond network of the proton release channel
in BR is probably disrupted in NpSRII, most importantly by
the replacement of Glu-194BR by Pro-183NpSRII. The dis-
turbance of this functional unit might explain the retarded
proton release, which occurs after the capture of another
proton from the cytoplasm and/or extracellular side. The
latter uptake site would lead to a futile proton pump (Sasaki
and Spudich, 1999; Sudo et al., 2001).
To assign those amino acids, which convert the slow
photocycling NpSRII into a fast cycling pigment, several
residues from the retinal binding pocket, the cytoplasmic
channel, and the extracellular channel were mutated to those
of BR. As expression system Escherichia coli has been
chosen because of the ease and speed of genetic manipulation.
Furthermore, N. pharaonis is not accessible for transformation
and selection. Amino acids selected from the retinal binding
site were altered at 10 positions (I43V/I83L/N105D/V108M/
M109I/F127W/G103S/A131T/F134M/T204A). From the
proton transfer channels L40T, F86D, P183E, and T204A
mutants were constructed (see Fig. 1 for the positions of the
mutation sites) as well as double (L40T/F86D), triple
(L40T/F86D/P183E), and quadruple mutants (L40T/F86D/
P183E/T204A). The analysis of the photocycles of these
mutants provide information about the key-groups modu-
lating the M3O reaction pathway.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All reagents used were of analytical grade.
Bacterial strains
For DNA manipulation E. coli XL1 was used. E. coli strain BL21 (DE3)
was used for gene expression. Cells were grown in Luria-Bertani medium
containing 50 g/ml Kanamycin.
Preparation of NpSRII mutants
For the construction of the mutated C-terminal 7 His-tagged NpsopII
genes the plasmid pET27bmod (Klostermeier et al., 1998) derived from
pET27b (Novagen, Madison, WI) was used. The NpsopII-mutants (NpsopII
L40T, NpsopII-F86D, NpsopII-P183E, NpsopII-T204A, NpsopII-L40T/
F86D, NpsopII-L40T/F86D/P183E, and NpsopII-L40T/F86D/P183E/
T204A) were prepared by polymerase chain reaction using the overlap-
extension method (Higuchi et al., 1988; Ho et al., 1989). E. coli cells were
transformed by electroporation (Dower et al., 1988). L40T-NpSRII, F86D-
NpSRII, P183E-NpSRII, T204A-NpSRII, L40T/F86D-NpSRII, L40T/
F86D/P183E-NpSRII, and L40T/F86D/P183E/T204A-NpSRII were ex-
pressed according to Shimono et al. (1997) and purified using the method
of Hohenfeld et al. (1999). The 10-fold mutant (I43V/I83L/N105D/
V108M/M109I/F127W/G103S/A131T/F134M/T204A-NpSRII) was ex-
pressed and purified as described (Shimono et al., 2001).
Reconstitution into purple membrane lipids
The solubilized proteins were reconstituted into native purple membrane
(PM) lipids by incubation for 16 h in a buffer (300 mM NaCl, 50 mM
NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4, pH 7.2) containing a 15-fold excess of lipids and
detergent-absorbing biobeads (100 mg biobeads/mg protein; Biorad,
Mu¨nchen, Germany). After filtration the protein-containing membrane
lipids were pelleted by centrifugation (100,000  g, 1 h, 4°C) and resus-
pended in 150 mM Nacl, 10 mM TrisHCl, pH 8.0).
FIGURE 1 Portions of the crystal
structures of BR (A) and NpSRII (B) as
ribbon presentation showing the amino
acids at the sites of mutation. The struc-
tures were taken from the protein data
bank (BR, 1C3W; NpSRII, 1JGJ).
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Laser flash photolysis and data analysis
The photocycle experiments and the analysis of the data were done as
described by Chizhov and coworkers (Chizhov et al., 1996, 1998; Chizhov
and Engelhard, 2001).
For the quadruple mutant (L40T/F86D/P183E/T204A-NpSRII) an ex-
tended data set was measured including different temperatures ranging
from 10°C to 55°C in steps of 5°C and wavelength scan ranging from 360
to 660 nm. Analysis of the whole data set was carried out using the global
nonlinear multiexponential fitting program (MEXFIT) (Chizhov et al.,
1996; Mu¨ller and Plesser, 1991). Each temperature point was treated
independently.
pH dependence of quadruple mutant
For the measurement of the pH dependence the quadruple mutant was
reconstituted into PM lipids and subsequently immobilized in a 16.5%
acrylamide gel. Before the photocycle measurements the gel slice was
equilibrated with the appropriate buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH
ranging from 5 to 12.1) for at least 15 min. Traces were collected at 400,
500, and 550 nm.
RESULTS
Photocycle turnover
The flash-induced absorption changes at representative
wavelengths of the single-site mutants NpSRII-L40T,
NpSRII-F86D, NpSRII-P183E, and NpSRII-T204A are
shown in Fig. 2. The photocycle of the other samples,
NpSRII, L40T/F86D-NpSRII, L40T/F86D/P183E-NpSRII,
L40T/F86D/P183E/T204A-NpSRII as well as the 10-fold
mutant are shown in Fig. 3. Depletion and recovery of the
ground state was monitored at 500 nm, whereas the traces at
400 and 550 nm represent rise and decay of the M-like and
O-like intermediates, respectively. The corresponding ki-
netic data, i.e., M rise, M decay/O rise, and O decay are
summarized in Table 1. It is obvious that the photocycle
turnover rate is quite similar for most of the mutated pro-
teins. For the single site- and the 10-site mutants 75% of
the receptor molecules have completed their photocycles
after 1 s. Only the triple and quadruple mutants display an
accelerated turnover. However, even the photocycle of the
quadruple mutant is one order of magnitude slower than that
of BR. It should be noted that the introduction of Ala in
position 204 (T204A) slows down the photocycle even
further if compared with that of the wild type. Concomi-
tantly, the transient amplitude of the O intermediate is
reduced considerably. The turnover of the 10-site mutant is
almost identical to that of the wild-type NpSRII.
Single-site mutants
The photocycles of all single site mutants are generally
almost identical to that of wild-type NpSRII and do not
show any differences in the turnover rate (Fig. 2). However,
minor differences are noticeable for all four mutants. F86D-
NpSRII shows an accelerated M decay (Table 1), in agree-
ment with previous results (Iwamoto et al., 1999a). NpSRII-
T204A displays a decay of the M-like form approximately
three times slower than that for the wild type. All mutants
except F86D-NpSRII exhibit a reduced transient concentra-
tion of O as depicted by the traces measured at 550 nm (Fig.
2). It is also interesting to note that for T204A-NpSRII the
M rise is accelerated by a factor of 2 (Fig. 2 D; Table 1).
This observation is also true for the multisite mutants pos-
sessing the same amino acid exchange, i.e., the quadruple-
and the 10-site mutant (see Table 1).
FIGURE 2 Photocycles of the single-site mutants measured at 25°C (150
mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris HCl, pH 8). Absorbance changes are depicted for
400, 500, and 550 nm. (A) L40T-NpSRII, (B) F86D-NpSRII, (C) P183E-
NpSRII, (D) T204A-NpSRII.
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L40T/F86D-NpSRII
If the two cytoplasmic-channel residues Leu-40 and Phe-86
are both replaced by Thr and Asp, respectively, the photo-
cycle kinetics are considerably altered (Fig. 3 B). Whereas,
the M-state formation is not affected, the M decay is accel-
erated by a factor of25, an observation that was also made
by Iwamoto et al. (1999a). For BR the M decay takes place
in the same time window. Concomitantly with the M decay,
O550 is formed at an 25 times faster rate than that of
NpSRII. However, the recovery of the ground state, which
is coupled to the decay of O550, is not significantly accel-
erated. As a consequence, the transient concentration of
O550 is increased as indicated by the higher amplitude of the
corresponding trace at 550 nm (Fig. 3 B).
L40T/F86D/P183E-NpSRII
An additional replacement of Pro-183 by Glu located in the
extracellular channel (Fig. 3 C) affects the formation as well
as decay of the M-like intermediate by a factor of 2, as
compared with the double mutant. The formation and the
decay of the O-like species is also slightly altered, leading
to a turnover rate of the photocycle, which is approximately
two times faster compared with that of NpSRII.
L40T/F86D/P183E/T204A-NpSRII
The additional substitution of Thr-204 by Ala (Fig. 3 D)
results in a further acceleration of the reprotonation of the
Schiff base leading to a two- to threefold increase in the
decay of the M-like intermediate as compared with the
corresponding rate in the photocycle of BR. The formation
of the O-like species is accelerated by a factor of 4 to 5
(compared with that of the triple mutant), as well as its
FIGURE 3 Photocycles of NpSRII, the three channel-mutants, and the
retinal binding pocket-mutant measured at 25°C (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM
Tris HCl, pH 8). Absorbance changes are depicted for 400, 500, and 550
nm for NpSRII and its channel-mutants, and 410, 520, and 610 nm for the
10-fold mutant. These wavelength are characteristic for the formation and
decay of the M-like, parent-, and O-like state, respectively. (A) NpSRII, (B)
L40T/F86D-NpSRII, (C) L40T/F86D/P183E-NpSRII, (D) L40T/F86D/
P183E/T204A-NpSRII, (E) I43V/I83L/N105D/V108M/M109I/F127W/
G103S/A131T/F134M/T204A-NpSRII.
TABLE 1 Kinetic data of single- and multi-site mutants
Sample
M
rise
M decay/
O rise O decay
Cycle
completed
after 1 s
NpSRII 12 s 150 ms 400 ms 75%
L40T 8 s 90 ms 400 ms 76%
F86D 10 s 120 ms 500 ms 70%
P183E 12 s 250 ms 400 ms 76%
T204A 6 s 500 ms —* 69%
L40T/F86D 8 s 6 ms 300 ms 85%
L40T/F86D/P183E 12 s 3 ms 160 ms 96%
L40T/F86D/P183E/T204A 7 s 0.5 ms 40 ms 99%
BR† 30 s 1.2 ms 4 ms 100%‡
10-site mutant 6 s 150 ms 400 ms 75%
Measured at 25°C (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris HCl, pH 8).
*Could not be determined because of weak transient amplitude of O-like
form (see Fig. 2 D).
†Data taken from Chizhov et al., 1996.
‡Cycle completed already after 100 ms.
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decay is approximately four times faster. However, the
recovery of the ground state, characterized by the trace at
500 mm, is not accelerated. Another consequence of this
mutation is a bathochromic shift of the absorption maxi-
mum from 500 nm (wt-NpSRII) to 509 nm.
I43V/I83L/N105D/V108M/M109I/F127W/G103S/
A131T/F134M/T204A-NpSRII
The light-induced transient absorption changes of the retinal
binding pocket-mutant are shown in Fig. 3 E. Depletion and
recovery of the initial state are monitored at 520 nm, cor-
responding to the shifted absorption maximum at 528 nm.
The trace at 410 nm represents formation and decay of the
M-like state, whereas the record at 610 nm corresponds to
the rise and decay of the O-like intermediate. As already
mentioned, the photocycle turnover rate of this mutant is the
same as that of the wild-type receptor. In contrast to that, the
M-like intermediate is formed approximately five times
faster, and its decay is slowed down by a factor of approx-
imately two to three. This results in a significantly pro-
longed residence time of the M-like state. The O-like form
seems to have a faster decay, and its amplitude is 5 to 10
times smaller as compared with that of NpSRII.
Detailed analysis of the L40T/F86D/P183E/
T204A-NpSRII photocycle
The photocycle data of the mutants revealed for the
quadruple mutant the most pronounced effects. To inves-
tigate the properties of this mutant in further detail its
kinetics were studied over a wider set of parameters.
Photocycle data were collected for temperatures ranging
from 10°C to 55°C. At each temperature point the wave-
length was varied between 360 and 660 nm. The analysis
was again performed by using a unidirectional sequential
model of irreversible first-order reactions (Chizhov et al.,
1996, 1998).
The photocycle kinetics of the quadruple mutant can be
described by seven exponentials (1–7) if the temperature
does not exceed 30°C. At higher temperatures the fastest
time constant (1) cannot be resolved. The Arrhenius plot of
the apparent rate constants of the quadruple mutant is shown
in Fig. 4. The corresponding apparent activation parameters
are given in Table 2.
The absolute absorbance spectra of the kinetic states
(P1–P7, data not shown) were obtained by adding the
differential spectra (data not shown) to the initial spec-
trum (Fig. 5) of the quadruple mutant. The parameters of
the multi-Gaussian fit used to approximate the absolute
spectrum of the initial state are shown in Table 3. The
spectra of the kinetic states P1 and P3 do have a single
maximum at 520 and 400 nm, respectively, and are
almost temperature independent. They can be interpreted
as pure spectral intermediates. By comparison with the
intermediates of the NpSRII photocycle (Chizhov et al.,
1998) they can be assigned to K- and M-like intermedi-
ates. The spectra of the other states (P2, P4, P5, and P6)
are temperature dependent and represent equilibria be-
tween different spectral states. P2 shows equilibrium
between M and an L-like species absorbing at 490 nm,
whereas P4 and P5 display equilibria between M and an
O-like species (absorbing at 560 nm). At higher temper-
atures this equilibrium is shifted in favor of O560.
Comparing this data with those from the photocycle
kinetics of NpSRII, it is obvious that the general mechanism
has not changed. Both, NpSRII and its quadruple mutant
reveal a pure M-state with preceding M7 L and subsequent
M7 O, N equilibria. The major difference concerns the
spectrally silent transition between two M states in NpSRII,
which is not detected in the quadruple mutant, probably
because of kinetic reasons. Thus, the sequential effects of
the mutations can be directly compared with single steps
within the NpSRII photocycle.
FIGURE 4 Temperature dependence of the apparent rate constants de-
rived from a seven-exponential global fit of the L40T/F86D/P183E/T204A
mutant. Rate constants shown in the Arrhenius plot were determined at pH
8.0. Straight lines represent the least-squares fit of the apparent activation
parameters (see Table 2) according to the Eyring equation. The horizontal
grid lines correspond to the right (half times) axis, the vertical grid lines
correspond to the top (°C) axis.
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pH dependency of the L40T/F86D/P183E/
T204A-NpSRII photocycle
The photocycle of the quadruple mutant is not altered in a
pH range between pH 5 and 8.1. Contrary to the M rise, the
M decay is substantially retarded by increasing the pH (Fig.
6). Furthermore, the transient amplitude of O becomes
negligible (data not shown). The kinetics of the M decay can
be described satisfactorily by three exponentials. The de-
pendency of the major component of the M decay on pH
was fitted using the Michaelis-Menten equation, which gave
a pKa of 9.5  0.2. For comparison, wild-type NpSRII has
an apparent pKa above 10.5 (data not shown). It is interest-
ing to note that HsSRII displays an apparent pKa of 7.5
(Sasaki and Spudich, 1999), which was attributed to an
unidentified group XH. Compared with NpSRII the quadru-
ple mutant has a much lower pK, indicating that instead of
XH, Asp-86 is titrated.
DISCUSSION
After photoexitation, BR undergoes a multistep reaction
cycle during which a proton is transferred from the cyto-
plasm to the extracellular side of the membrane. In a general
perspective these reactions comprise retinal isomerization,
protein conformational changes (helix F movement), and
proton transfer reactions (proton release and proton uptake).
All three processes have been proven to occur also in
NpSRII after light excitation. The reisomerization of 13-cis
retinal to its all-trans configuration occurs with the forma-
tion of the O intermediate (F. Siebert, personal communi-
cation). Proton transfer steps are connected to the release
and uptake of protons (Sudo et al., 2001; Iwamoto et al.,
1999b; Sasaki and Spudich, 2000; Engelhard et al., 1996;
Schmies et al., 2001) Finally, an outwardly directed move-
ment of helix F has been shown by electron paramagnetic
resonance experiments (Wegener et al., 2000).
The main differences between NpSRII and BR are related
to the turnover of the photocycle and the relative time
course of the processes connected to the protonation/depro-
tonation of functional important amino acids as well as the
conformational changes of the protein. Most importantly, in
NpSRII an N-like intermediate is barely detectable
(Chizhov et al., 1998). Furthermore, unlike in BR, the
proton uptake precedes the proton release in SRII (Sasaki
and Spudich, 2000; Iwamoto et al., 1999b). Another differ-
ence might be found in the time scale of the flab-like
movement of helix F, which in NpSRII is likely to take
place with the formation of M (or earlier). This conclusion
was drawn from electron paramagnetic resonance-experi-
ments, which had a time resolution of 3 ms (Wegener et al.,
2000). In selected experiments the time resolution was
increased to 1 ms (Wegener, 2000). In both sets of experi-
ments the ESR-transient, which correlated to the movement
of helix F is already fully evolved at the earliest time points.
Because in NpSRII the M1 to M2 transition occurs with 2 ms
one could argue that the flab-like motion of helix F is
correlated at least with the formation of M. For comparison,
the helix F movement in BR has been attributed to the
formation of the M2 intermediate (Subramaniam and Hen-
derson, 2000; Radzwill et al., 2001).
In principle, BR-like properties induced in NpSRII
should be obtained by replacing those functional relevant
amino acids that differ from BR. A step-by-step exchange
should provide information about the functional role of
FIGURE 5 Absolute spectrum and fit of the L40T/F86D/P183E/T204A
mutant reconstituted into PM lipids taken at room temperature. Effects of
light-scattering were subtracted according to Chizhov et al. (1998).
TABLE 2 Apparent activation parameters of the L40T/F86D/P183E/T204A-NpSRII photocycle
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
H# (kJ/mol) 41  16 63  3 24 2 26  2 35 3 41 6 44 8
S# (J/mol K) 2  52 61  9 106  7 115  6 101  10 94  20 96  25
TABLE 3 Parameters of the Gaussian fit of the chromophore
spectra of the ground state of L40T/F86D/P183E/
T204A-NpSRII
OD  v (cm1) max (nm)
S01 1.00  0.07 1.03  0.65 2501  373 509.0  5.0
S02 0.36  0.02 1.54  0.62 2102  1629 463.3  15.5
S03 0.22  0.02 1.25  2.08 4051  3126 414.7  42.0
S04 0.14  0.01 1.00  0.28 3906  1753 358.9  14.9
sd 	 0.014.
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individual residues. In a first set of experiments single site
mutants were analyzed. The results clearly show that each
of these mutants have almost no influence on the photo-
cycle. Only with the introduction of a second BR-like site
into the cytoplasmic channel is a significant acceleration of
the M decay/O rise observed indicating a synergistic effect
of the mutations. The half-life time of 6 ms is in the same
time range as the M decay in BR, which is 1.2 ms.
Apparently, these two mutations (L40T/F86D) are suffi-
cient to optimize the proton transfer from Asp-86 to the
Schiff base that occurs during the M23N transition (for a
recent review on the protonation reactions and their cou-
pling in BR, see Balashov (2000)). Because in NpSRII the
kinetic of the O rise is almost identical to the M decay, the
transient concentration of the N intermediate is negligible.
This observation indicates that Asp-86 reprotonates (unlike
Asp-96 in BR) almost at the same time as the Schiff-base
receives its proton. The reason that O formation and M
decay occur at the same time could be related to the opening
of the cytoplasmic channel with the formation of M1 or M2.
An indication for this conclusion is the observation that the
pKa related to the M decay drops from 11.5 in NpSRII to 9.5
in the quadruple mutant.
Obviously, the double mutation affects dominantly the
M3N3O sequence of the intermediates. However, the
faster M decay is not accompanied by a considerable higher
turnover number as indicated by the half time of the O
decay and the completion of the photocycle after 1 s (see
Table 1). According to recent results (Sasaki and Spudich,
1999; Iwamoto et al., 1999b), a proton is released to the
extracellular medium only in the last step of the photocycle.
This observation has been related to amino acids within the
extracellular channel, which disturb the hydrogen bonded
network described for BR (Rammelsberg et al., 1998;
Luecke et al., 1999b). To adjust also the proton release
kinetics and the turnover of NpSRII to values typical for
BR, a third mutation was introduced. In the extracellular
channel of BR two sites (Glu-194 and Glu-204) are
intimately involved in the mechanism of proton release
(Lu et al., 2000; Balashov et al., 1999; Rammelsberg et
al., 1998; Luecke et al., 2000). In NpSRII these groups
are substituted by Pro-183 and Asp-193, respectively.
Because Asp-193 and Glu-204 are homologous amino
acids bearing both a carboxyl group function, the P183
was chosen for an additional mutation into a Glu residue
(P183E). As can be seen from Table 1 the triple mutant
(L40T/F86D/P183E) displays a further acceleration of the M
decay but only a slightly increased turnover. Obviously, the
lifetime of the O intermediate is not considerably affected by
this additional mutation.
Interestingly, if a further exchange is made at a position
not directly involved in the proton transfer paths, the O
decay is accelerated by a factor of 10 compared with wild
type (40 ms vs. 400 ms). Ala-215BR forming the -bulge at
the retinal binding site on helix G is connected via a water
molecule to the indole nitrogen of Trp-182. This interaction
is disrupted in the M intermediate (Luecke et al., 1999a;
Sass et al., 2000). In NpSRII Ala-215BR is replaced by a Thr
(T204NpSRII), which similarly forms the same water medi-
ated hydrogen bond to a Trp residue (W171NpSRII) (Luecke
et al., 2001; Royant et al., 2001). Obviously, the bulkier side
chain of a Thr residue as compared with Ala not only influ-
ences the M-rise (as was demonstrated by the kinetics of the
mutants containing the Thr3Ala exchange) but also the later
part of the photocycle. This latter result indicates that the
optimization of the proton release and uptake pathways is not
solely a matter of the groups directly involved. Properties such
as dynamics of the protein or overall charge distribution might
also play an important role for the optimization of the light
activated reactions. This conclusion is in line with the obser-
vation that an extensive mutation in the retinal binding site of
NpSRII does not lead to a spectral shift as expected for an
BR-like retinal environment (Shimono et al., 2001).
In the present work we have shown that the reprotonation
of the Schiff base from the cytoplasm can be influenced and
accelerated by mutating two amino acids (L40T and F86D)
located in the cytoplasmic channel. However, the proton
release pathway can only be partly tuned to adapt the
corresponding characteristics of BR. The main effect is
observed on exchanging Thr-204 by an alanine residue
indicating that conformational changes of the protein are
rate limiting steps in the photocycle. For a complete trans-
formation of the functional properties of NpSRII into those
of BR, additional mutations have to be introduced at pres-
ently unknown and uncharacterized sites. The very nature of
NpSRII as a photoreceptor might be a reason that it is
relatively robust against alterations of its primary sequence.
FIGURE 6 pH dependency of the absorbance changes at 400 nm corre-
sponding to the M intermediate of L40T/F86D/P183E/T204A mutant re-
constituted into PM lipids at 25°C and immobilized in a polyacrylamide
gel. Thin solid lines represent the result of the three-exponential fit.
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